


WHO WE ARE

The Leadership Factory will help you drive

change by providing your leaders and

managers with the tools, skills and knowledge

they need to shape and direct the future of

your organisation. 

We design development programmes and

experiences that inspire your people to grow

and develop, enabling them to foster positive

change and drive performance throughout the

organisation.

CHANGE. We build capability to lead and

drive change through all levels of the

organisation.

SUSTAIN. We enable organisations to

create positive, sustainable cultures with

high levels of engagement.

GROW. We support growth in companies

by ensuring all development impacts on

performance.

With over 15 years of history, there's a great

story to tell. For now, here's a snapshot:



TRUSTED PARTNER

If you are looking for a partner you can count

on to support your change plans and growth

strategies through the development of your

people, then look no further.

Every organisation is different. We work with

you to design programmes that fit with your

culture.

Different people learn in different ways. We

design discernibly different programmes built

on blended learning, incorporating technology

and face to face support.



MAKING A DIFFERENCE

High quality programmes, delivered

through expert hands

Flexibility to deliver virtually, face to face

or through a blended learning model

Consistency of delivery message and style

Developing skills, confidence and

capability to lead and manage

Developing capability to deal with change

Our tried and tested approach to leadership

and management development delivers the

following benefits and outcomes:



WHAT WE DO

Leadership
Development Wellbeing Change



We believe leadership should be

evident at all levels of an organisation.

We work with Boards and top teams but

are equally comfortable at front line

leadership level, supporting individuals and

teams to identify and drive change.

All our leadership programmes are

designed to meet the requirements of the

client organisation. We work with you to

develop a programme that fits with your

culture and needs.

LEADERSHIP



LEADERSHIP

Combining theory with experience and

practical application.

We also believe that participants must be

actively engaged in their learning, and not

passive recipients of slidedecks.

Our approach to facilitation is dynamic and

interactive, with participants encouraged to

work in groups and pairs on tasks. 

We brainwalk team outputs and discuss

findings and opinions. We look to create

energy in the sessions and have people

working on challenges and questions.



WELLBEING
The programme is self-paced and includes bite-

sized micro-learning sessions delivered through the

app and supported by facilitator-led touch points,

offering tools and techniques to ensure people feel

positive and productive in the workplace.

Our EnergiseMe online blended learning

programme is designed to create a happier and

more productive workforce.

The programme is designed to help people

recognize and manage stress effectively, protect

their mental health and embrace the 5 steps to

wellbeing and achieve high performance.



Changing how organisations change.

 

We work with clients to support and enable major

change programmes.

We work with leaders to drive change across the

organisation through a combination of coaching,

workshops and strategic projects.

Our Provoke! Leadership model involves working

with your leaders to identify areas of change and

supporting them as they build and engage a team

in the change process.

CHANGE

LEAD ENABLE ACT DRIVE



HOW WE DO IT

Virtual Blended
Approach Profiling Coaching



VIRTUAL



VIRTUAL



PROFILING
Self-awareness and an understanding of our

own personal leadership style is essential to

being an effective leader. We provide a range

of psychometric and behavioural assessments

and tools to help individuals gain a greater

understanding of their personal leadership style

and approach and emotional intelligence.

We design and deliver 360 degree reports built

on the competencies and values of the client

organisation. The 360 degree report will enable

each individual to receive feedback from peers

on their behaviours and approach against key

leadership behaviours and mindset.



COACHING

Embedding learning and making personal changes is what

makes the difference to individuals. 

Our coaching approach helps people gain personal insight,

tackle difficult situations and develop their own ability to

self-coach. Coaching helps individuals reflect on their

values and how that is reflected in their behaviours and

mindset.

Coaching sessions are arranged so that individual can

choose a time and date that suits them and can be

delivered virtually or face to face.



ACCREDITATION

The Leadership Factory is an Institute of

Leadership & Management (ILM) Approved

Centre. We have been approved by ILM

because of our consistently high level of

facilitation, programme design and delivery.

ILM have recognised our ongoing commitment

to investing in learning innovation through the

development of our online tools and virtual

learning applications.



OUR TEAM
At The Leadership Factory we are all about

people, and we are incredibly proud of the

team we have built to support the people we

work with. 

They’re intelligent, interesting, passionate and

dedicated, with the expertise and skills base to

deliver inspiring development programmes. 

With years of experience, from diverse

backgrounds, our team of trainers, coaches,

mentors, team building specialists, speakers

and organisational development consultants,

alllow us to provide our clients with the very

best people for the job.



NEXT STEPS

mailto:andy@leadershipfactory.co.uk
http://www.leadershipfactory.co.uk/


OUR CLIENTS



CASE STUDY
We have been working closely with CalMac for two

years, delivering a major leadership development

and change programme across the organisation.

The programme started at top team level and

expanded out across the entire operation.

Since Covid arrived, all our programmes are

delivered virtually with supporting materials and

videos on a Learning Journey site which is accessed

remotely.

The transfer of the programme to a virtual/online

model has enabled CalMac to increase the access

of the learning, and blend offshore and onshore

teams. The flexibility of the SPRINT programme has

reduced the impact on shift working and enabled

participants to share learning with colleagues in

more remote locations.



CASE STUDY



CASE STUDY




